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Welcome and  
Research Overview 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon. On behalf of the FHWA’s Office of Planning, I would like to thank you for participating in today’s webinar on transportation and health.



Overview  

 
 FWHA’s Research Program:  SAFETEA-LU 

and MAP-21 
 Health and MAP-21  

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Good afternoon. On behalf of the FHWA’s Office of Planning, I would like to thank you for participating in today’s webinar on transportation and health.For the next few minutes, I’d like to share more information about FHWA’s efforts to conduct research that improves the understanding of the relationship between surface transportation and the environment. 



FHWA Research Program for  
Environment and Planning 

Under SAFETEA-LU, the Surface Transportation Environment and 
Planning Cooperative Research Program (STEP) sought to: 
 
 Improve understanding of the complex relationship between surface 

transportation, planning and the environment. 
 Refine the scope and research emphases through outreach and in 

consultation with stakeholders. 
 Develop more accurate models for evaluating transportation control 

measures and system designs for use by State and local governments. 
 Improve the understanding of transportation demand factors.  
 Develop indicators of economic, social, and environmental 

performance of transportation systems to facilitate alternatives 
analysis.  
 http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/hep/step/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Between 2006 and 2012, FHWA’s Surface Transportation Environment and Planning Cooperative Research, or STEP, Program funded projects  focused on national research priorities for environment, planning and realty. The program sought to improve understanding of the complex relationship between surface transportation, planning and the environment.The report discussed today was funded by the STEP program. It is part of a series of studies being conducted by The Volpe Center and funded by FHWA that identify best practices and lessons learned that may help you strengthen the connection between health and transportation in your work. �



FHWA Research Program for  
Environment and Planning 

Under MAP-21, FHWA will continue to:  
 
 Minimize the costs of transportation planning and environmental 

decisionmaking processes, highway infrastructure, and operations. 
 Improve transportation planning and environmental decisionmaking 

coordination and processes. 
 Minimize and reduce  the potential impact of highway infrastructure, 

operations, and surface transportation on the environment.  
 Improve construction techniques and reducing congestion and related 

emissions. 
 Reduce the impact of highway runoff on the environment 
 Improving the understanding and modeling of factors that contribute 

to the demand for transportation 

http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/hep/index.htm 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In July 2012, Congress passed the Moving Ahead for Progress in the 21st Century, or MAP-21. This bill authorizes funding for FHWA to continue to strengthen transportation planning and environmental decisionmaking. The details of the program are being finalized and will be shared with the public in the next few months. However, the program’s key components will be to identify projects and programs that will:Minimize the cost of transportation planning and environmental decisionmaking processes, highway infrastructure, and operations.Improve transportation planning and environmental decisionmaking coordination and processesMinimize and reduce  the potential impact of highway infrastructure, operations, and surface transportation on the environment,Improve construction techniques and reducing congestion and related emissionsReduce the impact of highway runoff on the environmentImprove the understanding and modeling of factors that contribute to the demand for transportationAlthough MAP-21 doesn't explicitly identify health as part of the transportation planning process, some provisions can be used to improve the overall health of a community.  MAP-21 provides eligibility for activities that support health such as pedestrian, bicycle and nonmotorized transportation, highway and transit safety, safe routes to school, recreational trails, transportation enhancements activities, environmental mitigation, and congestion mitigation and air quality improvement programs. During the webinar, I encourage you to ask questions and learn what others are doing to take a holistic approach to health in the transportation planning process.  Now, I would like to introduce Fred Bowers on the Planning Capacity Building Team, who will provide an overview of the “Metropolitan Area Transportation Planning for Healthy Communities” Report
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Volpe   The National Transportation Systems Center 

Transportation Planning  
and Healthy Communities 

 
White Papers for FHWA Office of Planning 

Fred Bowers, FHWA 
William Lyons, Lindsey Morse, Haley Peckett,  

Volpe Center 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
Research and Innovative Technology Administration 
John A. Volpe National Transportation Systems Center 

Volpe   The National Transportation Systems Center 
Advancing transportation innovation for the public good 
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Introduction 
 Research for FHWA Office of Planning by USDOT/Volpe Center on 

consideration of public health by MPOs and DOTs 
 FHWA interest in emerging  topic:  transportation and health 
 White paper to explore planning “best practices” and innovation  

 Goal: technical assistance to:  
 MPOs, DOTs, transportation agencies, and partners, including public health 

stakeholders 
 Wide dissemination 

 Transportation Planning Capacity Building Program 
 TRB Committees, Transportation and Health Sub-committee 
 Transportation associations: AASHTO, NARC, AMPO, NADO, etc. 
 Public health partners 
 Webinars, Conferences 

 Input to OST-CDC Index project 
 Volpe Center Team: William Lyons (project manager), Lindsey Morse, 

Haley Peckett, Logan Nash 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoonFred Bowers – FHWA Office of PlanningCapacity Building TeamLead on planning topics: Safety, Health, Megaregions,  Scenario PlanningToday – introduce the Volpe Center team and their on-going research for FHWA on  best practices by MPOs and DOTs to consider public health in transportation planning.Go thru bulletsFHWA is looking forward to working with Lilly and the Office of the  Secretary on the project with CDC.Hopefully the Volpe Center white paper will be a valuable source of information for that important project.Conclude:Introduce the Volpe Center team who will make the remainder of presentation:Project manager Bill LyonsLindsey Morse and Haley Peckett
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Introduction/Overview 

 Purpose 
 Explore emerging topic  

o Mainstreaming health considerations within transportation 
planning  

 Identify comprehensive and collaborative approaches 
 Provide technical resource for transportation and 

health peers 
 Identify opportunities and challenges 
 Provide input to new USDOT/Centers of Disease 

Control Project 
 Audience: DOTs, MPOs, partners, and public 

health stakeholders 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Volpe – USDOT/R&D in Cambridge; In-house research centerMuch of planning work for FHWA and FTA Offices of PlanningInclude best practices in planning research series, including white paper today.Many years of related work on mainstreaming health considerations in transportation planningincludes partic on Advisory Group for Robert Woods Johnson Active Living by Design Program;Volpe organized a national experts workshop for FHWA and FTA of transportation planners and Health practitioners at the New Part for Smart Growth meeting in Portland, including DOTs, MPOs, CDC, RW Johnson Found, and public health agenciesPublished proceedings and annotated bibiliog on related research.Working since 2006 with Arthur Wendell, Andy Danenberg, and Candace Rutt of CDC on eval of health results of the FHWA Nonmotorized Pilot program as presented in April report to CongressWhite paper: intended to open up a topic of great interest to USDOT and its transportation constituents – particularly MPOs and DOTs.  We’ll talk about first phase, focusing on MPOs, which we’re wrapping up; and the start of a 2nd phase looking at DOTs.Intended as a resource to assist MPOs and transportation and health partners to understand how they might successfully collab to incorporate health considerations into transportation planning.
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Approach 

 Holistic approach to health 
 Air quality 
 Safety 
 Active Transportation 
 Access to medical care/ 

food/other by different populations 
 Build from best practices 
 Develop framework for comprehensive 

approach 
 

Dan Burden, www.pedbikeimages.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Began our research with a comprehensive definition of Public Health for MPO planningLooking for a high profile approach to PH –Looking for best practice examples  of MPOs that identify support for Healthy Communities as an goal in their overall planning process – from policies to plans, programs, and investments.This involves going beyond well-established and  required consideration of Safety and AQ as transportation goals – to consider these explicitly as health goals, and then to merge these with a regionally relevant broader approach to health, ideally including new and emerging health aspects of transportationActive Transportation – from walking, bicycling, particularly as essential components of the multimodal transportation system that should be the MPO’s focus, for example, including links between walk/bike and transitAlso, access to health related destinations, particularly to healthy food and to medical destinations or social services, with focus on disadvantaged popul.In identifying our case studies, looking beyond policy and goal statements, or a retroactive assessment of benefits of decisions made for other purposes, to look for health an explicit and significant goal, with a comprehensive approach across  planning phases.  We began with a hypothetical framework for what a comprehensive approach to health in MPO planning might look like, and used case studies to refine.    Intent was to develop a flexible overall framework of a successful comprehensive approach, actually a compilation of best practices.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Organize, Name activities in placePut into contextUse standard MPO planning framework as point of reference to identify key stages Health might be considered in a comprehensive planning approachFramework helps us interpret, organize and discuss how and when MPOs might consider health, includes range of activities from technical analysis to communications, and partnerships.RUN THRU FRAMEWORKProvides a sense of evolution in depth of consideration of health and timing – from early expressions of interest by leaders, to staff technical studies, to strategic thinking in vision and long range plans, to actually considering health as an important criterion in investment decisions.Lindsey and Haley will provide an overview of key insights from the MPO case studies and a look at how we’re approaching phase 2, looking at St. DOTs.
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MPO White Paper - Methodology 

 Policy, funding, and regulatory context 
 Identification of MPOs 
 Selection of 4 MPOs for case studies, with FHWA 

Division coordination 
 Framework and synthesis 

Luciano Rizzi, 
www.pedbikeimages.org 
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MPO White Paper - 
Framework/Insights 
 Sources of motivation  
 Partnerships with public health 

agencies, NGOs, etc. 
 Public and advocacy groups 
 Local government that bring 

health issues to MPOs 
 National initiatives or grants 
 Research and analysis http://www.eatwellplaymoretn.org/ 

http://www.healthyworks.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early actions:Define and document the connection between health, land use, and transportation. The establishment of this connection is the foundation for communication and partnerships from which greater support for health and transportation planning is  Engage and enlist the support of partners and the public.  MPOs successfully engage health partners have used the following strategies:Seek partners at local, regional, state, and national levels. Organizations and agencies at state and national levels often conduct research and pilots at local or regional levels, which have benefited MPOs.Use partners to build political support within the MPO leadership and public support in the region. Use partners to leverage funding and support outreach. Many organizations in the health arena with financial resources, whether public, private, or non-profit, may respond favorably to partnerships with transportation groups.Find ways for public health partners to participate in MPO activities

http://www.eatwellplaymoretn.org/assets/files/plan.pdf
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MPO White Paper - 
Framework/Insights 
 Early actions 
 Early actions establish 

communications and 
relationships that can lead to 
institutionalized integration of 
health into MPO plans.  

 

http://www.kingcounty.gov/transportation/HealthScape.aspx 

http://www.sacog.org/sustainable/ 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early actions:Define and document the connection between health, land use, and transportation. The establishment of this connection is the foundation for communication and partnerships from which greater support for health and transportation planning is  Engage and enlist the support of partners and the public.  MPOs successfully engage health partners have used the following strategies:Seek partners at local, regional, state, and national levels. Organizations and agencies at state and national levels often conduct research and pilots at local or regional levels, which have benefited MPOs.Use partners to build political support within the MPO leadership and public support in the region. Use partners to leverage funding and support outreach. Many organizations in the health arena with financial resources, whether public, private, or non-profit, may respond favorably to partnerships with transportation groups.Find ways for public health partners to participate in MPO activities
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MPO White Paper - 
Framework/Insights 
 Structural changes 
 Structural changes show evidence 

of formally integrating health into 
the MPO planning process through 
goals, advisory committees, 
membership on boards, funding 
dedication, project selection 
criteria, and performance 
management. 

http://psrc.org/growth/vision2040 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structural changes:Start small with modest and understandable strategies that have co-benefits in other priority areas.  Consider health in project screening or selection criteria. Consider designating funding for projects that meet health-related goals.  Develop performance measures that account for health outcomes. Consider long-term capacity for health-related transportation research and analysis. 
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MPO White Paper - 
Framework/Insights 
 Integration into decision-making 
 Health can be integrated into MPO visions and 

goals, long-range plans, TIP/STIPs, and system 
monitoring and measurement. 
 Dedicated funding and project selection criteria 

are the strongest examples of decision-making 
integration. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structural changes:Start small with modest and understandable strategies that have co-benefits in other priority areas.  Consider health in project screening or selection criteria. Consider designating funding for projects that meet health-related goals.  Develop performance measures that account for health outcomes. Consider long-term capacity for health-related transportation research and analysis. 
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Case Studies 

Nashville Area MPO 
 Sacramento Area Council of Governments 
 Puget Sound Regional Council 
 San Diego Association of Governments 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Structural changes:Start small with modest and understandable strategies that have co-benefits in other priority areas.  Consider health in project screening or selection criteria. Consider designating funding for projects that meet health-related goals.  Develop performance measures that account for health outcomes. Consider long-term capacity for health-related transportation research and analysis. 
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nashvillempo.org 

Growing Issues to Address 

Unmanageable Congestion 
Longer Travel Times & Trip Lengths 
Increasing Energy Consumption / Costs 
Declining Air & Water Quality 
Aging Population/ Dispersed Families 
Worsening Personal Health / Increasing Costs 
Lost Habitat / Natural Areas 
Unsustainable Costs/ Revenue Sources 
Lack of Housing Choice 



nashvillempo.org 

Transportation and Obesity 

Obesity/Vehicle Miles Traveled in U.S.
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Sources: Centers for Disease Control – National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey/  
U.S. DOT – Federal Highway Administration, Annual Vehicle Distance Traveled in Miles and Related Data 

  



nashvillempo.org 

#1  
A Bold, New Vision  

for Mass Transit 

#2  
Support for Active 

Transportation & Walkable 
Communities 

#3  
Preservation & 

Enhancement of Strategic 
Roadways 



nashvillempo.org 

A Regional Vision for Non-Motorized  
Modes of Transportation  

Bikeways Sidewalks 



nashvillempo.org 

Health Impact Analysis 

 
There is a strong link between 
the lack of physical activity and 
health (e.g. heart disease, 
obesity, and other chronic 
conditions). 
 
Research also shows certain 
population groups have a 
higher disparity.  These groups 
include: 
 
 
 
 
 

 

- Low Income 

- Minorities  

- Older Adults (over 65) 



nashvillempo.org 

70% to Location Specific Roadway Improvements 
Quality Growth and Sustainable Development – 15% 
Multi-Modal Options – 15% 
 Health & Environment – 10% 
 Safety & Security – 10% 
 Congestion Management – 10% 
 State & Local Support/ Investment – 15% 
 System Preservation & Enhancement – 15% 
 Freight & Goods Movement – 10% 

 
 

MPO’s Urban STP Investment Strategy 



nashvillempo.org 

More Complete Streets 
 
70% of adopted 
roadway projects 
include sidewalks, 
bicycle lanes, or 
shared-use lanes  
(up from 2%) 



nashvillempo.org 

MPO’s Urban Highway Funding Policy 

15% minimum investment in Active Transportation 
& Walkable Communities 
Sidewalks, bicycle lanes, greenways, transit stops 

and amenities  
10% minimum flexed to Transit 
Combined with FTA funds to help implement 

regional vision for mass transit 
5% minimum reserved for stand-alone ITS/ 

Incident Management Upgrades 
Support for smaller projects that make our system 

smarter and more efficient 
 



nashvillempo.org 

Transportation, Physical Activity and Health Data Collection and Analysis 

Middle Tennessee 
Transportation and Health Study   

www.middletnstudy.com 



 
 
Matt Carpenter, SACOG 
FHWA Webinar on Transportation and Health 
October 2012 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Healthy Communities & 
Regional Planning in 
Sacramento 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- it’s good to have this opportunity



Sacramento Area Council of Governments  
(SACOG) 

 
• 6 counties 
• 22 cities 
• 2.4 million people 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We consider Sacramento a good “laboratory” for scenario planning b/c the region represents a true cross section of the issues and people you find across the country.There is a real balance of urban, surburban and rural areas. The region stretches from the Sierra mountains to the farmland of the valley floor west to the Bay Area.- Our economy is still dominated by government, but it is increasingly diverse. -The region has grown rapidly over the past 40 years and it has put a strain on the quality of life. That strain has created a leRegional planning has played an inmore government that many regions, but the political climate is diverse and activeLarge board = every jurisdiction with a seat at the table for decision making



Blueprint 
Transportation/Land Use Vision for 2050 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Historically land use was a entirely local concern in the SACOG regionHowever, as the region’s growth rate continue to accelerate, it became apparent that the connection between transportation and land use would need to be looked it if the region was going to hold on to a high quality of life.  The Blueprint was among the first efforts of its kind in CA and continue to influence other regions  better understand the relation of land use patterns and transportation and what resulted over an about 4 year study process was the Blueprint



 
 
Blueprint:  
Information-based planning 
 

D 

Regional Jurisdiction Neighborhood 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two primary “ingredients” to the Blueprint’s success:- The first is a commitment to “information-based” decision making	1) use state-of-the-art data, forecasts and models to measure and monitor performance	2) apply tools at different scales of analysis- Graphic illustrates ability to go from a travel model that looks at the regional network all the way down to neighborhood level sketch planning tool



Blueprint Implementation Programs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Commuter Club website is utilized by SACOG, transportation management organizations, employee transportation coordinators, and members of the public as a way to administer transportation benefits, provide transportation information, and promote alternative modes of transportation.  New additional features will provide better tools to match car and vanpools, improved reporting, and new promotional features.Community Design example is Tower Bridge gateway and West Capitol in West Sacramento
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, I bet you did not come to this session to debate the value of alfalfa vs. plums… so I’m going to shift gears and spend the rest of my time describing a third scenario planning effort in the Sacramento region.The MTP/SCS is the region’s long-range transportation plan that we update every 4 years. It is the first plan update that is fully based on the Blueprint vision and informed by the Rural Urban Connections Strategy



 
Principles & Associated Performance 
Outcomes 
 

Smart Land Use  
- Jobs/Housing Balance 
- Mix Index 

Environmental  
Quality 
- Farmland Lost 
- Resource Lands Affected  

Financial  
Stewardship 
- % of Growth through Infill 
Redevelopment 
- Cost Effectiveness 

Economic Vitality 
- Cost Effectiveness 
- Benefit / Cost 

Access and Mobility 
- Vehicle Miles Traveled 
- Mode Share 

 
Equity and Choice 
- Housing Option Diversity 
- % of Households with  
Good Transit Options 
 

Metropolitan Transportation Plan / Sustainable Communities Strategy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Phase 4: What Could the Future Look like?	focus on Creating baseline and alternative scenariosWe linked the 6 principles to a set of indicators we used to see how well the principle was supported. Key questions we asked in creating the list:Can they be measured with available data/toolsCan they be monitored over time? Too many without context or “story” will overwhelm stakeholders	public outreach materials should use indicators “normal people” can relate to



Complete Streets,  
Operations &  
Maintenance 

 

Metropolitan Transportation Plan / Sustainable Communities Strategy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Operational improvements	- eg) auxiliarly lanes, technology (ITS) for improved traffic management & 511 traveler informationFixing Bottlenecks	- carpool lane expansions		- improvements to frwy/frwy interchanges 	- bridges:Bike/Ped focus	- complete streets in urban areas that include sidewalk  networks and bike lanes to help access & 	mobility on infill corridors	- in rural areas it includes regional trail connections and complete corridors on rural county roads 	that have unsafe ntersections or shoulder gaps		



New Transit Options & the “Last Mile” 
Metropolitan Transportation Plan / Sustainable Communities Strategy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Expanding transit was an important priority to stakeholders. The challenge, of course, was finding adequate funding.Even with finding some more “flexible funds” the total transit $ is lower than the current MTP.The result is the DPS still does introduce new transit options (eg streetcars, BRT) and expands the coverage of transit across the region….but the focus is on transit supportive corridorsToday an estimated 14% of all bus routes in 2008 with 15 min serviceFarebox recovery is under 24%2035 Preferred Scenarionearly 45% of all routes with the 15 min service level by 2035Farebox recovery climbs to 38%More community shuttles and vanpools to “fill the gap” where land uses do not support more transit



Community Types:  
Share of trips by 
transit, bike or walk 

Metropolitan Transportation Plan / Sustainable Communities Strategy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This bar chart of performance outcomes looks at community types and scenarios together:- No surprise: C & C have a much higher mode share by transit bike or walkSurprise though: limited variation across scenarios. 



Community Types:  
Total Cost of 
Transportation per 
household  
 
• Auto ownership 
• Auto use 
• Transit 

Metropolitan Transportation Plan / Sustainable Communities Strategy 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need to talk a little about per household cost …. Fewer people per household in the centers and corridors than other community types.  (That variable not only reason for savings)



Rural-Urban  
Connections Strategy 
Enhancing Rural Economic Viability  
and Environmental Sustainability 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Following the implementaiton of the Blueprint…a strong recognition of the need to look at the agriculture & natural resource lands that surround the more compact urban growth projected. SACOG’s Rural-Urban Connections Strategy project brings agriculture into the mainstream of regional planning and compliments the Blueprint urban economic development strategy with a rural economic development strategyThe SACOG Board recognized that rural area have unique challenges and opportunities and they play an important role in achieve our objectives or regional sustainabilityWe realized that in order to truly implement the Blueprint, a RUCS is neededWhat can the region do to support our rural economyInfrastructure and other resourcesNew tools developed at SACOG help us better understand agricultureWindow into the world of a farmerAg is an industry with a lot of uncertaintyThere are a number of factors (international to local) that affect agHelp understand impacts on producers and regionThese tools are unique and powerfulParcel level crop dataPredictive modelModels for testing possible future scenariosWhat we’re showing you today are some examples of how these models can be used



3.4 million tons 
Production 

2.2 million tons 
Consumption 

2% Locally 
Produced 

Production and Consumption 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Total Production = 3.4 M tons/yearTotal Consumption = 2.2 M tons/yearLess than 2% from local growers



Rural Transportation 
• Safety & Maintenance 
• Expanded Travel Options 
• Farm Worker Transport 
• Farm-to-Market Trucking 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is introducing challenges.We will look at challenges, existing conditions, and innovations in three different markets:Urban-rural edgeFarm-to-marketAnd expanded mobility



Healthy Communities 
Planning Relationships 

 

Investment  
Priorities 

Policy 
Priorities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes




Integrating Public Health & Transportation Planning 
Dr. Anthony Chen, MD, MPH 

Director of Health, Tacoma - Pierce 
County Health Department 

Robin Mayhew, AICP 
Program Manager, Puget Sound 

Regional Council 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
   



• Introduction to PSRC 

• Motivations   

• Early Actions  

• T2040 Prioritization Criteria 

• Lessons Learned 

Presentation Outline 



Puget Sound Regional Council 

Our Region 
• 4 counties 

• 82 cities  
and towns 

• Urban, suburban, and rural 

Our Members  
• Cities, counties, ports, and transit 

• State agencies and tribal governments 

Who We Represent: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PSRC has planning responsibility for  the 4 counties: King, Pierce, Kitsap and Snohomish and 80+ Cities and Town.  Our membership also in Tribes, Ports, WSDOT and State Legislators



PSRC’s Mission 
PSRC AND REGIONAL PLANNING 

To play a key regional role in keeping  
central Puget Sound thriving as we grow 

Growth 
Management 

Economic 
Development 

PSRC 

Transportation 
Planning 



Early Regional Plans – No Mention of Health 
PSRC AND REGIONAL PLANNING 

1990 

2001 



Issue Paper on Health: “What’s 
Health Got to Do with Growth 
Management, Economic 
Development, and 
Transportation?” – PSRC 2004 
 
The Environmental Impact 
Statement for VISION 2040 
included several health-related 
sections 
 
VISION 2040 has a triple bottom 
line of People, Planet, and 
Prosperity 

New Attention to Health Issues & VISION 2040 
PSRC AND REGIONAL PLANNING 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VISION 2040 Environmental Impact StatementAir QualityWater Quality & HydrologyPublic Services & UtilitiesEnvironmental HealthEnergyNoiseEnvironmental JusticeVISION 2040 Goal: The region’s communities will be planned and designed to promote physical, social, and mental well-being so that all people can live healthier and more active lives.MPPs:Design communities to provide an improved environment for walking and bicyclingIncorporate provisions addressing health and well-being into appropriate regional, countywide, and local planning and decision-making processesPromote cooperation and coordination among transportation providers, local governments, and developers to ensure that joint- and mixed-use developments are designed to promote and improve physical, mental, and social health and reduce the impacts of climate change on the natural and built environmentsDevelop and implement design guidelines to encourage construction of healthy buildings and facilities to promote healthy peopleSupport agricultural, farmland, and aquatic uses that enhance the food system in the central Puget Sound region and its capacity to produce fresh and minimally processed foods



Final and approved VISION 2040 
document includes a Regional 
Goal around the built 
environment and health as well 
as five multicounty planning 
policies to promote active living 
and healthy outcomes 
 
A VISION 2040 & Health 
document highlighted the 
importance of addressing health: 
“VISION 2040 recognizes the 
important relationship between a 
healthy environment – both the 
natural and built environment – 
and healthy people 
 
 

New Attention to Health Issues & VISION 2040 
PSRC AND REGIONAL PLANNING 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VISION 2040 Environmental Impact StatementAir QualityWater Quality & HydrologyPublic Services & UtilitiesEnvironmental HealthEnergyNoiseEnvironmental JusticeVISION 2040 Goal: The region’s communities will be planned and designed to promote physical, social, and mental well-being so that all people can live healthier and more active lives.MPPs:Design communities to provide an improved environment for walking and bicyclingIncorporate provisions addressing health and well-being into appropriate regional, countywide, and local planning and decision-making processesPromote cooperation and coordination among transportation providers, local governments, and developers to ensure that joint- and mixed-use developments are designed to promote and improve physical, mental, and social health and reduce the impacts of climate change on the natural and built environmentsDevelop and implement design guidelines to encourage construction of healthy buildings and facilities to promote healthy peopleSupport agricultural, farmland, and aquatic uses that enhance the food system in the central Puget Sound region and its capacity to produce fresh and minimally processed foods



Transportation 2040: Increased Health Specificity 
PSRC AND REGIONAL PLANNING 

Further definition on the impacts of 
transportation on health in the EIS for 
Transportation 2040 
 
Greater attempts at linking transportation and 
health through air and water quality impacts, 
and the promotion of physical activity 
 
A fundamental understanding of the shared 
interests and relationship between 
Transportation, the Environment, and 
Economic Development (e.g. congestion, mode 
share, and transit investments), which  can: 
 
• Improve air quality which reduces rates of heart 

disease, asthma and stroke, 
• Increase physical activity, which reduces rates of 

obesity and heart disease, and 
• Reduce polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and other 

toxics from vehicles, which end up in local waterways, 
fish, and shellfish.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chapters on Human and Environmental Health in Transportation 2040 EIS with the following specifics:Proximity and degree of risk of exposure to hazardous materials NoiseAir Quality and Climate ChangeWater Quality and HydrologyAvailability and access to recreation, parks, and green spacesSafety, including personal safety and accessibility-related safety (automobile, transit use, biking, and walking)Sidewalks, bikeways, and pedestrian-friendly development and their contribution to physical activity and the general well-being of the population in the emergency medical services, social connections, and mental well-being



Action Communities for Health, Innovation, 
and Environmental Change (ACHIEVE) – 
develop and implement policies aimed at 
increasing physical activity and healthy eating 
among adults and youth 
 
Communities Putting Prevention to Work – 
address two leading, preventable causes of death 
in King County: obesity and tobacco. PSRC 
developed a bike/ped toolkit for local use and 
implementation 
 
Growing Transit Communities – focus on 
facilitating transit-oriented development and 
includes considerations of equity and affordable 
housing 
 
Community Transformation Grant – focus on 
breaking down barriers to better health and 
preventing chronic disease; includes an Active 
Transportation Component 

Opportunities for Action: Health-Related Grants 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think the key point for this slide is that these grants provided an opportunity to test how this new focus on health and transportation would work, especially as it helped to bring together public health and transportation professionals. I’m not sure of the exact points to hit, but I would think these are worthy: these took advantage of PSRC’s convener role in the region to bring together diverse stakeholders around health-related issues; PSRC had the ability to connect work happening throughout the region and provide a forum for information-sharing; as the result of at least one of these grants (CPPW), PSRC could learn from innovative approaches in other regions and work to implement them in the region.PSRC and its partners received two grants in 2010 that have health-related components. PHSKC received a Communities Putting Prevention to Work grant from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and the CDC to address the leading causes of death in King County: obesity and tobacco. The PSRC applied for and received funding from PHSKC and this grant to develop a bicycle and pedestrian toolkit for local jurisdictions and to integrate health into the LRTP prioritization proposal. The project strengthened the partnership between PSRC and PHSKC by demonstrating that public health was able to offer resources in addition to consultation and technical assistance. PSRC also received a HUD Sustainable Communities Regional Planning Grant for its proposal, Growing Transit Communities, which focuses on facilitating transit-oriented development but includes considerations of equity and affordable housing. Public health partners note this project as an opportunity to apply the more abstract collaboration occurring with the VISION 2040 and LRTP to the community level and in particular to address important public health issues of equity. 



T2040 Prioritization Mission Statement 

“To prioritize transportation projects in a 
manner that reinforces and implements 
VISION 2040. This will include the 
development and application of an evaluation 
process to prioritize projects/programs that 
are within the plan as well as the means for 
allowing projects to be entered, modified or 
removed.”  

Approved  
December 2010 



Transportation 2040 Prioritization Measures 

• Air Quality 
• Freight 
• Jobs  
• Multi-Modal 
• Puget Sound Land and Water 
• Safety and System Security  
• Social Equity and Access to Opportunity 
• Support for Centers 
• Travel 



Lessons for MPOs & Public Health Agencies   

1. Institutionalizing public health into MPO planning has been incremental, 
and institutionalizing these policies into planning documents  and processes 
is crucial.  

2. Be strategic so as to maintain political and public support.      

3. Reframing projects to address health provides increased rationale and 
support for a project.   

4. Leveraging funding opportunities can expand resources.   

5. Federal funding requirements for coordination between planning and public 
health provide a great impetus for MPO action. 

6. MPOs benefit from following precedents set by peer MPOs.   

7. Each MPO will need to adapt to the characteristics of its public health 
agencies and help those agencies adapt to the MPO.   
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Regional Planning Context 
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Regional Comprehensive Plan: 
A strategy for regional 
development based on smart 
growth addressing 
 
 Urban Form 

 Transportation 

 Housing 

 Environment 

 Economic Prosperity 

 Public Facilities 

 Borders 

 Social Equity 



The Public Health Context 



SANDAG/HHSA Collaboration 

Oceanside 

Carlsbad 

Encinitas 

Solana Beach 
Del Mar 

San Diego 

Coronado 

Imperial Beach 

Chula Vista 

National City 

Lemon Grove 
La Mesa El Cajon 

Santee 

Poway 

Escondido 
San 

Marcos 

Vista 

County of San Diego 

San Diego 

Riverside County 

Imperial County 

MEXICO 

PACIFIC OCEAN 

Orange County 
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Shared Geographic Areas 

Shared Objectives: 
Communities that promote quality of life and health by providing housing and 
transportation choices, and access to employment, healthy food, services, and 
recreation. 



 Healthy Nutrition: increasing 
availability of fresh produce in 
communities and facilitating 
breastfeeding workplace 
policies 

 Healthy Schools: improving 
nutrition and increasing physical 
activity in schools 

 Healthy Places:  
 changing the built environment 

to increase physical activity 

$16.1 million for obesity prevention 



SANDAG’s Healthy Works Projects 

 Stakeholder Engagement  
 

 Pass-Through Grant 
Programs and Incentives  
 

 Regional Policies and 
Programs 
 

 Tools and Technical 
Assistance 
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Healthy Places Initiatives 

Health 
Community 

Mapping 
and 

Modeling 

Regional 
Planning 

Policies and 
Metrics 

Healthy 
Communities 

Campaign 
Safe Routes 
to Schools 

Active 
Commuters 

Trans-
portation 

Regional 
Bikeway 

Signage and 
Promotion 



CPPW Lessons Learned 

 Cultivate political leadership. 
 Build relationships and partnerships between key. 

public health and transportation staff. 
 Transportation and health professionals need to 

understand each other’s language and processes. 
 Develop programs and projects where health and 

transportation interests share common outcomes 
(e.g. increase physical activity/promote active 
transportation). 

 Go where the evidence points you. 
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Next Steps: Community Transformation Grant 
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 SRTS Strategic Plan 
Implementation 

 Health and Wellness 
Policies for Regional Plans 

 Regional Complete Streets 
Policy and Implementation 

 Health Benefits and 
Impacts Analysis Program 

 Stakeholder Engagement 
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SDOT White Paper - Overview 

 Statewide transportation planning process 
 Relevance for rural areas 
 Role of related organizations (e.g., Regional 

Planning Organizations) 

 Interested in health-related: 
 State DOT activities 
 Partner activities 
 Statewide activities 

Larry Keniston, www.pedbikeimages.org 
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State DOT White Paper – Case Studies 

 Scan of existing resources and state LRTPs, including:  
 FHWA State Long Range Transportation Plan Database and Report 
 FTA Transit at the Table III case studies: State DOT Planning and Rural 

Transit 
 Discussions with  

 National Association of Development Organizations 
 National Association of Regional Councils 
 American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials 
 American Public Health Association 
 Safe Routes to School Partnership 

 Criteria: type of health-related activities pursued, role of larger 
statewide health initiatives, level of DOT involvement, and 
geographical diversity 

 Further research on subset of States (ongoing) 
 

http://planning.dot.gov/stateplans/default.aspx
http://www.planning.dot.gov/focus_transit_attable.asp
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Contact Information 
 FHWA Project Manager:  

 Fred Bowers, Office of Planning, frederick.bowers@dot.gov 
 USDOT/Volpe Center Project Manager:  
 William Lyons, william.lyons@dot.gov  
 
Final documents will be posted on FHWA/FTA Transportation Planning 
Capacity Building  Program site: www.planning.dot.gov/  
 
 Possible next phases: 
 Rural communities, Rural Development/Planning Organizations 
 Safety, vulnerable populations 
 Public transit, active transportation and linkages 
 Performance measures, performance-based planning, data 

 

mailto:frederick.bowers@dot.gov
mailto:william.lyons@dot.gov
http://www.planning.dot.gov/
http://www.planning.dot.gov/


Questions and Answers 

• Phone lines are now open for questions.  
• Chat box in lower left hand side of the screen. 
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Contact Information 

 Fred Bowers, FHWA Capacity Building Team, 202-366-2374, Frederick.Bowers@dot.gov  

 Bill Lyons, Principal Technical Advisor, Volpe Center, William.Lyons@dot.gov   

 Haley Peckett, Community Planner, Volpe Center, 617-494-2273, Haley.Peckett@dot.gov  

 Leslie A. Meehan, Director of Healthy Communities, Nashville Area MPO, 615-862-7211 
meehan@nashvillempo.org 

 Matt Carpenter, Director of Transportation Services, SACOG, 916-340-6276, 
mcarpenter@sacog.org 

 Robin Mayhew, Program Manager, PSRC, 206-464-7537, rmayhew@psrc.org 

 Dr. Anthony Chen, Director, Tacoma - Pierce County Dept. of Public Health,  
253-798-6411, AChen@tpchd.org 

 Stephan Vance, Senior Regional Planner, SANDAG, 619-699-1924, 
stephan.vance@sandag.org  
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